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Abstract
Building intelligent agents that possess the ability to perceive the rich visual environment around us,
communicate this understanding in natural language to humans and other agents, and execute actions in a
physical environment, is a long-term goal of Artificial Intelligence. In this talk, I will present some of my recent
work at various points on this spectrum in connecting vision and language to actions; from Visual Dialog
(CVPR17, ICCV17, ECCV20) -- where we develop models capable of holding free-form visually-grounded
natural language conversation towards a downstream goal and ways to evaluate them -- to Embodied Question
Answering (CVPR18, CoRL18, ICML20) -- where we augment these models to actively navigate in simulated
environments and gather visual information necessary for answering questions.
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His research focuses on deep learning and its applications in climate change, and in
building agents that can see (computer vision), think (reasoning/interpretability), talk
(language modeling), and act (reinforcement learning). He has published at top-tier
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journals -- IJCV, PAMI, CVIU. He is a recipient of graduate fellowships from
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